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ַּדֵּבר ֶאל־ְּבֵני ִיְׂשָרֵאל ְוָאַמְרָּת ֲאֵלֶהם ָאָדם ִּכֽי־ַיְקִריב ִמֶּכם ָקְרָּבן ַלֽיהָוה ִמן־ַהְּבֵהָמה ִמן־
ַהָּבָקר ּוִמן־ַהֹּצאן ַּתְקִריבּו ֶאת־ָקְרַּבְנֶכֽם׃ 

Speak to the Children of Israel and say to them; When a man 
from amongst you brings a sacrifice to Hashem, from the animals, 
from the cattle and from the flock should you bring your sacrifice. 
(Vayikra 1:2)

The book of Vayikra deals with an esoteric realm of Judaism, the 
realm of korbanos. The laws governing korbanos are complicated 
and nuanced. But interestingly enough, we are not introduced to the 
concept of korbanos, their lofty meaning or any of the things you 
should do first. We begin with the first word uttered in the entire 
sequence of laws…אדם.

Rashi makes a cryptic statement. He quotes the Midrash and 
says that the word אדם is coming to teach you the first law of 
a Korban.

רש’’י: אדם. למה נאמר, מה אדם הראשון לא הקריב מן הגזל, שהכל היה שלו, אף 
אתם לא תקריבו מן הגזל: 

Why does it say אדם? To teach you just as Adam did not sacrifice 
from that which had been stolen, for everything was his, so too you 
should never bring a sacrifice from something stolen.

The Torah deemed this law more important then any of the laws 
associated with the korban. Don’t sacrifice something which isn’t 
yours. Strange, isn’t it, that a side point, a technical detail within 
the legal system governing sacrifices should be the first concept 
introduced. We haven’t even been told what a korban is!

As we dig deeper though, we notice something else as well. The 
clue to this all-important law, namely that one cannot use a stolen 
animal as a sacrifice, comes to us in a strange way as well. Let me 
explain. 

There are other places where the Torah prohibited doing a 
mitzvah with an object that was stolen. A classic example is lulav.  
לכם  And you shall take for you”  from which our Rabbis“ ולקחתם 
extrapolate  משלכם that the lulav needs to have been taken from your 
own property and not from another’s. 

So why the drama here? Why don’t we learn this lesson from 
the word  ִמֶּכם? Why bring Adam Harishon into this? There must be 
more here then meets the eye.

I would like to suggest the following idea and intertwine it with 
something that struck me in the commentary of the Kli Yakar. 

The fact that Adam didn’t steal when he brought a korban is 
fundamentally different from our own care and concern to ensure 
that our korban is rightfully ours. We must be honest, scrupulous 
even, with our finances, careful with our words and sales pitch 

to ensure a gezel - free animal. Adam had no choice. He couldn’t 
steal even if he wanted to. Everything was his, there simply was no 
one else.

What we are being taught here is something monumental. 

A wealthy man stood up once in my father’s shul. He wanted to 
share some words of wisdom with all that were gathered there. His 
experience, his wealth and his age all contributed to the fact that 
when he stood at the podium a silence fell over the room. 

“I want to share with you the secret to my success.”

The room leaned in, waiting expectantly, for the key he had used 
to amass his fortunes, building a veritable business empire.

“Every cent I ever made, came from the simple realisation that 
people have it all wrong. Honesty, is  NOT  the best policy!” 

You could hear an audible gasp rise from the crowd’s throats! 
Everyone looked to the Rabbi, to see how he would react to this bold, 
reactionary statement. Sacrilege! And in a synagogue, no less! 

The Rabbi looked at the man, who by now knew he had 
everyone’s attention and with a smile playing across his lips, he 
repeated himself.

“Honesty, is not the best policy, it is the ONLY policy!” Amazing. 

Stealing, whether a huge ponzi scheme, avoiding taxes or even 
not putting the correct postage on a letter is forbidden. Not just 
because we think its a good idea, social policy or smart decision. 
There is no option. The idea of taking something that’s not yours 
is simply not a possibility. It should feel as if we physically can’t. 
Exactly like Adam…

The Midrash communicates this idea specifically within the 
halachos of a korban, where one is attempting to come close, “karov”, 
to Hashem. Closeness to Hashem must be ones own individual way. 
It simply cannot be “stolen” from someone else. Adam’s korban 
was not just monetarily his. It was and could only be, HIS idea, his 
initiative, his innate will to be closer to his Master. 

The power of this idea then, is this. Our korban and indeed our 
connection with Hashem, must be like Adam’s, not like Hevel’s. 
Hevel’s korban was “stolen”. He brought one because Kayin brought 
one. It wasn’t HIS. It was GREAT. But it wasn’t HIS. That is the most 
important, primary element in the entire realm of korbanos.

So I would like to leave you with one question. If you had to 
have your own connection with Hashem, based on something that 
emanated deep from within your very soul, with out any outside 
influences, with out any desire for human approval, what would that 
look like?
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Why Choose the Name Moshe?
“And He called Moshe…” [Vayikra 1:1] -  ַוִּיְקָרא ֶאל מֶׁשה...

The name of something is not merely a title 
by which it is known; rather, a name represents 
its true essence and defines its qualities.1 

The Medrash tells us that Moshe had 
ten names, each one defining his character 
and achievements. For instance, one of his 
names was Yered which comes from the word 

“lowering” to express that he was the one 
who brought the Torah down to this world.2 
Another name was Avigdor because he was 
the “avi gador — father of fences” referring 
to the decrees that he enacted in order to 
protect Torah laws; and yet another was 
Chever because he connected (from the word 

“chaver”) the children of Israel to their Father 
in Heaven.3

Since each of Moshe’s names represented 
his noble acts4 — those which established his 
place as the “father of all Prophets”5 as well 
as testifying to his achievement in saving 
the entire Jewish People, it is perplexing that 
Hashem only called him by the name Moshe, 
the name he received from Basya when she 
pulled him out of the Nile.6 Why is this name a 
better reference to Moshe’s character than the 
other names he was known by? And perhaps 
a stronger question is: why choose this name 
to describe Moshe’s essence at all; if anything, 
it refers to Basya’s courageous act of saving 
baby Moshe — it therefore a representation of 
Basya’s character not Moshe’s?

Perhaps we can answer that whereas 
Moshe’s other names described what he 
did and what he achieved, the name ‘Moshe’ 
describes how he became so great. Moshe 
received his name from Basya when she 
saved his life through an unbelievable act of 
personal risk and self-sacrifice after her father 
had ordered that all the Hebrew baby boys be 
thrown into the Nile.7 Therefore, it was only 
natural that being raised with this nurture and 
growing up with this trait as a backdrop to his 
existence Moshe himself would come to live 
a life of self-sacrifice just as he had been the 
recipient of such acts his entire life.

Therefore, although the other names tell us 
what Moshe achieved, the name Moshe tells us 
from where — and from whom — he developed 
the ability to achieve.8 Accordingly, Hashem 
chose this name by which to refer to Moshe, 
the name that described the foundation of his 
tremendous success.

From this idea we see the incredible effects 
of raising children through self-sacrifice. 
This notion was aptly demonstrated in the 
following story told by Rav Yehudah Tzadakah 
zt’’l, Rosh Yeshiva of Porat Yosef and Rebbe 
to many of the Sefardi gedolei Yisroel of the 
last generation.

When the Imrei Emes zy’’a visited 
Yerushalayim, a nine-year-old boy was one of 
many Jews who availed themselves to meet 
the tzaddik and seek his blessing. The Rebbe 
asked the child which mishnayos he was 
learning and when he was told, “Maseches 
Shabbos,” the Rebbe then asked him, “Why 
are there twenty-four chapters in maseches 
Shabbos?” But the child had no answer. 

The boy then went to the Shul where Rav 
Yaakov Chaim Sofer learned and asked him 
the Rebbe’s question. Rav Yaakov Chaim told 
him that Shabbos is likened to the Jewish 
People’s bride; and Chazal tell us that a bride 
is adorned with twenty four different types of 
ornaments, corresponding to the twenty four 
books of Tanach. Maseches Shabbos, which 
represents Shabbos — which is likened to a 
bride — thus has twenty four chapters. 

The child ran back to the Rebbe’s lodgings 
and told him the answer. The Imrei Emes was 
very pleased, and took out a coin, and gave it 
as a gift to the boy. 

This young boy lived in dire poverty and 
the money he received would provide his 
family food for the week. Elated, he ran home, 
showed his mother the coin, and told her that 
she could take a week off her gruelling work 
and live of this money instead.

With great excitement his mother took the 
coin, but to her son’s surprise, she took out a 
piece of string and threaded the coin (which 
had a hole in its centre) onto it. She then hung 
it round his neck and said with pride, “This 
should be a reminder that you gave the Rebbe 
a good answer. May you cherish Torah all your 
life.” 

At the end of the story, Rav Tzadakah 
admitted that he himself was that child, and 
that the joy he saw in his mother’s eyes over 
his Torah knowledge gave him the desire for 
learning that started him off on his future 
path.9

May we all merit to instil within our children 
a love for Torah and the importance of helping 
others through mesirus nefesh.

1  For this reason, even the angels were not capable of 
understanding the deep essence of the physical reality 
enough to determine the name of something (Bereishis 
Rabbah 17:4).

2  Another opinion in the Medrash is that he is called Yered 
because he brought the Divine Presence into the world. Yet 
another opinion derives the word Yered from a similar word 
referring to royalty. Either way, we see that these names tell 
us Moshe’s role in life and what he achieved (Vayikra Rabbah 
1:3).

3  Another opinion why Moshe was called Chever was because 
he prevented (from the word “he’avir”  which is similar to the 
word “chever”) punishments from coming upon the Jewish 
People. See the Medrash (ibid.) for explanations of Moshe’s 
other names.

4  Even the name Halevi, which denotes Moshe’s lineage — the 
Tribe of Levi — is a testament that Moshe’s actions were in 
accordance with those of his holy ancestors.

5  Rambam, Peirush Hamishnayos (Introduction to Sanhedrin, 
chapter 10. See also the Thirteen Principles of Faith).

6  The name Moshe is derived from the word which means to 
be taken out (see Rashi on Shemos 2:10).

7  Shemos 1:22. In addition, by raising a Jewish boy in the 
palace she also clearly risked a great deal.

8  Rav Chaim Shmuelevits takes this concept further and 
explains that by being saved through Basya’s self-sacrifice, 
this alone created this nature within Moshe’s personality 
(Sichos Mussar, 5732:25).

9  This story was told by Rav Yitzchak Mordechai Rubin who 
heard it from his son, who heard it from a talmid chacham 
who heard it from Rav Yehudah Tzadikah himself.

In memory of 

Leslie and Freda Aaronson
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A BASIC GUIDE TO HAGOLAS KEILIM
As Pesach approaches one of the events that is pencilled in to many of our calendars, is ‘kashering’. I am 
not referring to when one kashers one’s kitchen from chometzdig to pesachdig; but rather to the date 
when many take their silver bechers or cutlery to shul for hagolas keilim so that they can use it for Pesach. 

What is kashering?
When Klal Yisroel captured the keilim - utensils of 

Midyon in the midbor, Moshe Rabbeinu explained to them 
that even once these keilim were clean, they could not be 
used until they had been kashered. This was required to 
draw out the non-kosher bliois - tastes/flavours -that had 
become absorbed in the walls of the keilim. Even though 
these bliois are not visible and the pot might look perfectly 
clean, it is still forbidden to use it until it has been kashered. 
Kashering is required, whether to remove or destroy the bliois 
of non-kosher food, meaty and/or milky bliois, or bliois of 
chometz from during the year when one wishes to use the 
keili on Pesach. The method of kashering required depends 
on a number of factors. It depends on how the bliois were 
absorbed in the first case. If they were absorbed through fire 
(eg roasting on a spit), then fire is required to make them 
useable. This method of kashing is called libbun. If they were 
absorbed through the use of hot liquids, then the method 
of kashering required is through immersion into boiling 
hot water on the fire. This is called Hagoloh. The method 
required is also effected by the material the keili is made 
of and which of the above catagories of bliois one is trying 
to remove.

In this article we will focus specifically on removing the 
bliois of chometz from keilim, so that those keilim can be used 
for Pesach. 

HAGOLOH 

Any keili which absorbed the chometz ‘taste’ through a 
hot liquid, whether through boiling or deep frying, can have 
the chometz bliois removed by immersing it into boiling hot 
water which is on the fire. The water will be absorbed into 
the ‘pores’ of the keili, and will draw out all the bliois residing 
inside, leaving the keili kashered and ready to be used for 
Pesach. However there are a number of requirements for 
hagoloh to work:

Hagoloh only removes the bliois which are absorbed 
inside the keili. However, if there is any actual residue of 
chometz on or in the keili itself, hagoloh will not be effective, 
as the chometz residue still exists in its chometz state 
attached to the keili. Furthermore if a keili has any rust or 
scale on it, there is a concern that some chometz may be 
present underneath the rust and scale which will not be 
removed in the process of hagoloh. This could continue to 
give off the taste of chometz if used on Pesach.

Action: For a keili to be kashered with hagoloh, it 
must be perfectly clean, and free from any rust or scale. 
This includes in any of the crevices of the keili, which 
are often harder to clean.

As opposed to libbun which destroys the bliois of chometz, 
hagoloh only draws them out into the water. If so, why are we 
not worried that they will return into this keili while it’s in the 

water, or other keilim we subsequently immerse in the water 
to kasher them?

There are two ways Chazal discuss to avoid this problem. 
The first is through the process of bittul. If the amount of 
water in the pot is sixty times the volume of the bliois 
of chometz which emerge into it, they will become botul - 
cancelled out - as if they are not there. However it is very hard 
to calculate the exact volume of bliois which will emerge from 
the keili; and then to calculate what volume is equal to sixty 
times that amount, to establish how much water is required 
in the kashering vessel. (See Mishna Brura Siman 452 (18))

Alternatively, the Shulchan Oruch and Ramoh’s 
recommended approach (452, 2), is to make sure that 
hagoloh is only done 24 hours after the keili was last used 
in hot water or with hot food. This is because the Shulchan 
Oruch in Yoireh Deiah (Siman 103,5 and 122,2) rules that 
any bliois absorbed into a keili becomes pagum - ruined, 24 
hours after they become absorbed. This being the case, the 
Ramoh writes that one should be careful to only do hagolas 
keilim on keilim which haven’t been used for 24 
hours, so that any bliois drawn out in the process 
will be pogum and will not be able to cause any 
damage. 

Action: One should make sure not to use 
the keilim with chometz, or anything hot, for 
24 hours prior to doing hagolas keilim. If one 
washed it up in hot water within 24 hours one 
should ask a shaila.     

The Torah mentions that hagolas keilim 
works on keilim made from metal, but not on 
those made from earthenware. There is a big 
debate how to classify glass, as it has certain 
characteristics resembling metal and some 
resembling earthenware. When it comes to 
Pesach, the minhag ashkenaz is not to do 
hagoloh on glass. (Ramoh O”C Siman 451 Seif 
26). Most contempory poskim rule that one 
should not do hagoloh for Pesach on keilim made 
from pyrex, plastic or Teflon. One should ask a 
shaila regarding enamelled pots.

Action: Hagoloh carried out for use on 
Pesach should only be done on keilim made 
of metal or wood.

As mentioned, hagoloh only kashers keilim 
which were used with a medium of a liquid. 
Frying pans which at times may fry on the 
fire with very minimal liquid, according to the 
minhag ashkenaz, would require libbun. In any 
case many frying pans have a Teflon coating, 
which as explained in Point 3, would rule out 
hagoloh for Pesach. Furthermore, it is very 
hard to get a frying pan (which isn’t coated,) 
perfectly clean.

Action: One should not do hagoloh on a Frying Pan.

There are various other halochos applicable at the time 
of hagoloh, which those doing the actual hagoloh have to 
be aware of, for example that the whole keili with its handle 
needs to be immersed into the bubbling water, the hot water 
must be bubbling at the time of immersion, the keili should 
be immersed into cold water immediately after it comes out 
the hot water. If one wishes to carry out one’s own hagolas 
keilim, one should check with their Rov if there are other 
halochos which they need to be aware of (eg which pot is 
suitable to kasher in, etc).

In the merit of Klal Yisroel’s devotion and dedication to 
these important mitzvos, may we see this zman hageuloh  
become the ultimate geuloh.

The Federation is running Hagolas Keilim on Sunday 
2nd April at BHNY in Hendon and the Yeshurun in 
Edgware. See advert for further details. 

Sunday 2nd April from 2-6pm
BEIS HAMEDRASH NISHMAS YISROEL

4 Brent Green London NW4 (Rear Carpark)
ON SITE SUPERVISION BY DAYAN Y POSEN שליט”א

EDGWARE YESHURUN
Fernhurst Gardens Edgware HA8 (Front Carpark)

ON SITE SUPERVISION BY RABBI A LEWIS שליט”א & RABBI D ROBERTS שליט”א

Please ensure all items for kashering are clean and have not have been used for 24 hours. Though maximum care 
will be taken, the Federation takes no responsibility for any damage to property or persons.

בס”ד

For more information email info@federation.org.uk 

or telephone 020 8202 2263

If you have any questions regarding Hagolas Keilim 
please send a message to ShailaText 07860 017 641

A COMMUNITY SERVICE OF THE FEDERATION

ADDITIONAL VENUE AND EXTRA STAFF FOR 2017!

PRE-PESACH

Hagolas Keilim
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Dona Gracia [part 2]
Dona Gracia’s life so far: Born in Lisbon to a marrano family in 1532, she married another hidden 
Jew, whose family were involved in international trade. On the death of her husband, she 
succeeded in moving with her wealth to the less dangerous climate of Antwerp, from where she 
set up a network to help hundreds of fellow marranos flee the Inquisition. Heading towards Venice 
in 1544, she was accused of heresy and arrested under the orders of the King of France…

However France had not counted on the strength 
of Jewish connections. Moshe Hammon, the Turkish 
sultan’s Jewish physician, influenced his sovereign 
to intervene, and Turkey - now at the height of its 
power - placed the family under its protection, and 
ordered their release.

As the French ambassador to Venice wrote in 
1549: “The principal reason for the despatch of the 
special envoy [from Turkey], is to demand from the 
French in the name of the Sultan, to hand over Dona 
Mendes and her daughter.” 

Since France was in alliance with Turkey 
at the time, they reluctantly withdrew the 
charges and released their prisoner. 

Dona Gracia moved to Ferrara in Italy 
where she lived now openly as a Jewess and 
financed the ground-breaking printing of a 
Ladino Tanach for marrano Jews. In 1552, 
she left for the Ottoman lands. At last she was 
truly able to throw off the burden of double-
life that she had been living for decades. Her 
true love for Torah study came to the fore and 
she created close associations with ר’ יוסף קארו 
(1488-1575) - author of the Shulchan Oruch – 
with the (1506-1589) מהרשד"ם the Av Beis Din 
of Salonika and with the (1500-1580) מבי”ט.

She built shuls both in Turkey and 
Greece, established yeshivos and libraries 
and supported Torah scholars, concomitantly 
helping to resettle hundreds of conversos, 
so as to enable them to return to their faith. 
Her tzedaka activities included constructing 
hospitals for the Jews as well as feeding the poor 
(historian Cecil Roth writes of 80 paupers being 
fed at her table every day). The pinnacle of her 
focus was Salonika - home to 10,000 marranos – 
which for centuries afterward was testimony to 
her accomplishments.

Her daughter Reyna was the heir to her mother’s 
ideals as well as her wealth, and she, too, supported 
Jewish causes. Seforim were printed in her own 
palace, Belvedere.  Of the 15 known books from 
her press (all exceedingly rare), five are now in the 
collections of the Library of Congress.

Dona Gracia remained the protector of the Jewish 
people and the scene of her next skirmish was the 
Papal city of Ancona. Having initially offered its 

protection to the Jews, the city was subsequently 
obligated by the new pope Paul IV2, to hand them 
over to the Inquisition. Twenty five Jews were 
tortured and publicly executed3 and a further thirty 
were taken as slaves. 

Given that Dona Gracia had personally helped 
many of these Jews escape from Portugal, the news 
horrified her. She rallied the Sultan to demand from 
the pope that the rest of the captives be freed. Faced 
with trade threats, Paul IV freed those who had ties 
with the Ottoman Empire. Not yet satisfied, Donna 

Gracia called on the Ottoman Empire and all Jewish 
merchants to boycott the city. Rabbi Yosef Karo and 
Rabbi Yosef ibn Lev signed a declaration endorsing 
this idea, which was an audacious and unheard of 
act of Jewish defiance for the times4.

In Constantinople, Gracia Nasi continued to 
manage the family’s commercial and shipping 
activities, with agents acting on her behalf in major 
commerical centers across Europe.

In the twilight of her life Dona Gracia embarked 
on a dream, the first serious attempt to found a 
Jewish settlement and rebuild Eretz Yisrael in a 
thousand years. She obtained from the Sultan, a 
lease to the Tiberias region, which at that time 
lay desolate. In exchange she promised an annual 
payment of 1,000 gold ducats; to be increased tenfold 

after 10 years. Behind this move, was the sorry state 
of the many Spanish refugee Jews, and Dona Gracia 
made a fleet of her ships available to transport new 
settlers to the region.  

A yeshiva was founded there and Jews from 
Tzfas, Italy and even Yemen began to be drawn to 
the city. Dona Gracia herself was unwell by then, 
and a move to another country beyond her strength. 
Unfortunately with her death, the Jewish settlement 
in the city dwindled. Even today though, some houses 
remain, as a reminder of this honourable mission.

In 1554, she effected the transfer of her 
husband’s remains from a Christian cemetery in 
Lisbon to the Valley of Yehoshafat, just outside 
Yerushalayim. How she achieved this and at 
what financial cost, remains unknown, as does 
paradoxically, the final resting place of this 
noble woman

Dona Gracia Nasi could have lived a fairy-
tale existence, surrounded by the princes of 
Europe, but opted instead for a more difficult 
and dangerous route: living out an absolute 
commitment to her People.

Exactly 525 years ago, on the 31st march 
1492, the expulsion order from Spain was 
signed. It consigned hundreds of thousands of 
Jews to a new chapter of Golus, yet out of the 
ashes of this gezeira, arose a heroine called 
Dona Gracia Mendes.

1  Joseph Nasi’s life was as incredible as his aunt’s. He became a 
favourite of the Turkish sultan - ennobled as the Duke of Naxos – 

and played a leading role in peace negotiations with Poland in 1562, 
even influencing the election of the Polish King. He won Cyprus 
from Venetian rule and in 1569 encouraged the Netherlands to 
rebel against the Spanish. He also took revenge against the French 
for their treatment of the house of Nasi, by confiscating all French 
ships in the harbour of Alexandria and selling their goods, with the 
Sultan’s permission.  Sadly Joseph & Reyna had no children and 
the family line died out with her death in 1599.   

2 He rigorously enforced anti-Jewish laws: confining Jews to ghettoes 
and enforcing the wearing of the badge of shame. These were to 
last in Italy until the 19th century.

3 Cecil Roth – in his book on the house of Nasi - writes how the 
martyrs withstood the pressure to embrace Christianity and how 
they died Al Kiddush Hashem: “Solomon Jachia on their behalf 
recited in a loud voice the brocho: “Who has sanctified us and 
commanded us… al Kiddush Hashem.”

4 The boycott was discontinued after a number of months, since the 
Jews of Italy felt that their continued presence in the country might 
be imperilled. Jewish opinion was very divided regarding the risks 
of this happening.  

“Sefer Toras Moshe” - Rav Moshe 
Alschich, Belvedere, ca. 1593.

(Inset) Printed in the home of the 
illustrious woman of valor, Doña 

Reyna Nasi, widow of the prince in 
Israel, the lord Duke Don Joseph 

Nasi 1.

Plaque in Tiveria located at the site 
of the settlement Dona Gracia created 

in 1560, which praises her as of of 
the most remarkable women in all of 

Jewish history.
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The Relationship Between Leavening 
Agents and the Yetzer Hara
Parshas Vayikra contains the halachos of various sacrifices, including the korban mincha. The mincha 
offering is made from flour and oil and although it is baked, it is not allowed to become leavened 
[Vayikra 2:11]. Neither leavening agents (se’or) nor sweeteners (devash) may be added.

Rabbeinu Bechaye brings two reasons for this 
prohibition. First he quotes the Rambam, in his 
Moreh Nevuchim who explains that the custom 
of idolaters, when bringing meal offerings to their 
gods was that they specifically added leavening 
agents and sweeteners. To distinguish Jewish 
ritual from the taboo rites of the pagans, the 
Torah prohibited preparing a flour offering in 
the same fashion as that used by the idolaters. 
This explanation would make the prohibition to 
add se’or and devash to flour offerings similar to 
the Torah’s prohibition to build a single-stone 
matzevah for offering sacrifices, because that was 
the type of structure used by idolaters, whose 
offerings are “hated by the L-rd our G-d” [Devarim 
16:22].

Rabbeinu Bechaye offers his own explanation 
as to the why chametz is prohibited in sacrifices. 
A sacrifice, Rabbeinu Bechaye writes, is meant 
to achieve atonement. Were it not for a person’s 
evil inclination, the person would never sin and 
there would be no need for sacrifices. Rabbeinu 
Bechaye refers to the evil inclination by the term 

“meisis and madiach” – meaning the enticer and 
corrupter. Leaven (se’or) and sweeteners (devash) 
represent man’s evil inclination. Chametz is 
symbolic of the yetzer hara; therefore, the offering 
brought to atone for sin must be free of chametz.

Rabbeinu Bechaye then links this idea with 
the Rabbinic teaching concerning the prohibition 
against possessing chametz on Pesach. The 
chametz prohibition is exceptionally severe, 
carrying with it a chiyuv kares and the additional 
prohibition against owning it. Our Rabbis teach 
that this prohibition symbolises the lengths we 
must go to in order to remove the evil inclination 
from our hearts.

In his work Kad HaKemach, Rabbeinu 
Bechaye elaborates that the prohibition of (a) not 
seeing chametz [bal ye’raeh] and (b) the prohibition 
of having chametz found in our possession [baal 
yimatzeh] correspond with the idea that the evil 
inclination should not be manifest (a) through 
our actions and (b) through our thoughts. Just 

as we are commanded to nullify chametz in our 
hearts, so too, we are commanded to nullify the 
evil inclination.

Rav Avigdor Nebenzahl shlit’’a cites the 
prayer of the Amora Rav Alexandri [Berachos 
17a], following his recital of Shmoneh Esrei, as 
a Talmudic source for linking leaven to the evil 
inclination: It is revealed and known to You that 
our wish is to do Your desire, and what stops us? 
The leavening agent in the bread (se’or she’bisa) 
and foreign domination (shibud malchiyus). Rashi 
there equates “seor she’bisa” with the yetzer hara.

Rav Nebenzahl explains this metaphor. 
When yeast is added to the other ingredients 
in a challah recipe, the small amount of dough 
in the mixing bowl suddenly rises to filling the 
entire bowl and perhaps even overflowing. How 
does this happen? It is not magic. It is the effect 
of carbon dioxide. The CO2 gas created by the 
mixture of flour, water, and the leavening agent 
makes the dough rise. If a person sticks his finger 
in the middle of the dough after it rises, the dough 
plops down, falling flat.

This is why the “se’or” is like the “yetzer hara”. 
The “yetzer hara” appears to us as an enormous 
power of huge dimensions. But in reality, it 
is all air. If we puncture it, it will collapse. The 

“yetzer hara” is an illusion. We all have our “yetzer 
haras” – sometimes for money, sometimes for 
honour, sometimes for unhealthy relationships. 
But it is an illusion. Passion and physicality is 
always greater in the abstract than it is in reality. 
Expectation and anticipation always exceed the 
real thing when it comes to physical matters. We 
think the “yetzer hara” is unconquerable, but most 
of it is fluff. For this reason, the evil inclination is 
compared to the leavening agent.

Rav Nebenzahl adds the following profound 
insight: When Yaakov fled with his wives and 
family from his father-in-law, Rochel stole Lavan’s 
teraphim [idols], placed them in her camel’s 
saddlebag and sat upon them to hide them from 
her father. The Ibn Ezra and many others, based 

on the Zohar, explain that the teraphim had 
certain magical powers based on the “powers 
of impurity” in the world. Lavan was a sorcerer 
and used these teraphim to ascertain information 
about the future. The Zohar states that Rochel 
feared that Lavan would use these teraphim to 
locate Yaakov and was consequently trying to 
hide them from him.

The Zohar asks: If this was Rochel’s motive 
why did she not hide the teraphim or throw them 
in the river? Why did she take them with her? The 
Zohar answers that as long as the teraphim were 
only hidden, they would have still worked and 
Lavan would have used them to locate Yaakov 
via his power of divination. It was only by sitting 
on the teraphim that their power was deactivated. 
When a person demonstrates total disdain for 
idols, their power is in fact nullified. Avodah 
Zarah only has power when one attributes power 
to it. If one treats Avodah Zarah with disdain, it 
loses its power.

Rav Nebenzahl points out that there are only 
two items in all of halacha where the concept of 
bitul applies – chametz and avodah zarah. A Jew’s 
declaration that chametz is nullified like the dust 
of the earth renders it halachically as non-chametz 
and equivalent to the dust of the earth (regarding 
the Biblical prohibition of having it in one’s 
possession). Likewise, a non-Jew’s nullification 
and rejection of his idol, renders it to be no longer 
avodah zarah from a halachic perspective.

Chametz is all about the yetzer hara, hot air. It 
has power because we give it power. The way to 
disable its power is to nullify it. This is what we 
are supposed to do on Pesach. Likewise, the way 
to get rid of avodah zarah is to demonstrate that 
it is meaningless, in doing so it loses its power.

This is why se’or is equated with the yetzer 
hara. It looks big and impressive and powerful 
but all a person needs to do is stick a finger in the 
dough and it deflates. This is the lesson of bitul 
chametz. Treat the yetzer hara as what it really is 
and its power will evaporate.
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5. How nowadays without the Beis Hamikdash can we still in some way bring sacrifices?
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Selling Your Chometz 
[part 2]
Last week, we discussed the source for selling ones chometz for Pesach and the mechanics 
of the sale, now let us look at the practical side of the sale.

Q. If the sale is a real sale, why 
are there people that don’t sell their 
chometz before Pesach?

A. There are numerous reasons why people 
are cautious about selling their chometz, here 
are a few:

 Â Some hold that the sale was instituted for 
someone with so much chometz, he would 
incur a huge financial loss by having to 
get rid of all his chometz, therefore, they 
allowed him to sell it, but to a private 
person that has a small amount, they never 
allowed it. (Elya Rabbo 448, Yeshuas 
Yaakov, Rav Akiva Eiger)

 Â As we have previously mentioned, there 
are poskim that require the chometz sold to 
actually be removed from the house. (see 
Taz and Mogen Avraham 448:2 in the 
name of Terumas Hadeshen)

 Â Performing kinyanim (halachically binding 
action of acquiring) is complicated when it 
comes to a non-Jew.

Because of many of the reasons, many 
people have a custom not to sell real chometz 
(pasta, bread, whisky etc.) and only sell other 
items that are only a concern of being chometz 
(such as kitnios, medications, perfumes, 
utensils that may have chometz stuck to it 
such as a Kenwood machine etc.). (See Gra, 
Rav Shlomo Zalman  quoted in maadanei 
shlomo page 5)

However, even with all these reasons, the 
Gedolei Poskim have concluded that the sale 
of chometz – when done correctly – is 100% 
real and works without a shadow of a doubt. 
This is the accepted custom. (Chasam Sofer – 
Teshuvas 1:113, Rav Ovadia) In fact, the sale 
is so real, that many non-Jews actually take 

out an insurance policy just in case something 
happens to the chometz over Pesach.

A lot of effort is spent by the Rav selling 
the chometz to; a) make sure the non-Jew is a 
real, fully fledged non-Jew [stories have been 
told about communities that were selling their 
chometz to a non-Jew for years until they found 
out he was Jewish. In fact many Rabbanim try 
to find a non-Jew in the process of conversion 
to Judaism, since the local Beis Din have 
conducted detailed research to ensure he has 
no Jewish blood whatsoever before starting 
the conversion process.] b) the non-Jew fully 
understands exactly what is going on and 
what he is getting himself into [I remember 
one year, a certain factory containing a lot of 
chometz burned down during Pesach, and 
the question was to whom does the insurance 
company pay; the Jew, or the non-Jew who 
bought it all for Pesach!], c) to perform many 
different types of acquisition actions to ensure 
the sale is good according to all authorities 
and opinions.

Nevertheless, there are certain things that 
one can do to strengthen the sale (note: the 
sale is still valid without any of the following):

 Â One should itemize exactly what type of 
chometz he is selling,

 Â One should specify the exact location of 
the chometz he is selling,

 Â All the chometz should be placed in 
specific areas and marked off.

 Â One should have intention when 
conducting the sale with the Rav that he is 
giving full authorization to the Rav to sell 
his chometz,

 Â One should provide a phone number 
where he can be reached should the non-
Jew want to take some of his chometz.

 Â Some authorities suggest actually paying 
the Rov for his services as one would do 
to any other agent that sells something 
on your behalf (Rav Shlomo Zalman 
Aurbach zt”l, Rav Moshe Shternbuch 
shlita) 

Q. If one doesn’t own any chometz, 
i.e., he cleans his house of any 
chometz, must he perform the sale?

A. According to the strict letter of the law, 
one need not sell anything, but some poskim 
write that one should do it anyway, for one 
of two reasons: a) it avoids any concern that 
some area was overlooked, b) some hold it 
should be done to include all the crumbs that 
may not have been disposed of. (Rav Elyashiv 
zt”l, Rav Shlomo Zalman zt”l)

Q. May one enter the room/cupboard 
during Pesach that was sold to the 
non-Jew?

A. This is a very common question, 
especially when there are non-chometz items 
in the room also, and he realizes that he needs 
that item. The poskim state that it may be 
done, only on a temporary basis. (Chazon Ish)

The Non-Jew that buys the chometz before 
Peasch becomes a very wealthy person. In fact 
in Israel, the Non-Jew that buys the chometz 
at the Rabbanut is estimated to be worth over 
7 Billion shekel! One year in the USA the 
non-Jew that bought the chometz became 
sick, and the Rabbonim were worried that 
if he dies during Pesach, all the chometz he 
bought may go back to their original owners, 
thus causing all the Jews that sold it to him 
to own chometz on Peasch, so they spent chol 
hamoed davening for this Non-Jew to be well 
and healthy.
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6. What is included when we say the word “korbanos”? 
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Follow the leader?
Divrei Torah don’t normally refer to former Ambassadors. Only last week, however, a former 
Ambassador from the UK spoke out about a prominent leader’s “famous reluctance to admit 
mistakes”. This is so far removed from Winston Churchill’s comment that ‘the price of greatness is 
responsibility’ or indeed Mitt Romney who said ‘leadership is about taking responsibility, not making 
excuses.’

In parshas Vayikra, listing the people who sin and 
the korban they must bring, the Torah normally uses 
the word ’im’ –‘if’ to introduce the subject : ‘Im hakohen 
hamashiach yecheta- if the anointed Kohen will sin 
[4:3]; Im kol adass Yisrael yishgu -if the entire assembly 
of Yisrael shall err [4:13] ; Ve’im nefesh achas techeta 
bishgagah -if an individual person shall sin [4:27]

There is one phrase that is different: ‘Asher nasi 
yecheta’ -when a nasi sins [ 4:22]. Who is the nasi? In 
both Biblical and Mishnaic times, the nasi was a political 
and at times, religious leader of the Jewish community. 
Indeed all the commentators say that this nasi here is 
some form of political leader: either a head of tribe (Ibn 
Ezra), or a king (Sforno).

The lesson is clear: with everyone sin is a possibility. 
With a nasi, a ruler, there is an expectation that they 
will sin- ‘when the ruler sins’. Sforno explains that we 
expect a ruler to sin, as the Torah teaches us ‘Vayishman 
Yeshurun vayiv’at’ – and Yeshurun became fat and 
revolted.  Lord Acton, famously said “Power tends to 
corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”

Rav Zalman Sorotzkin zt’’l [1881-1966] in his sefer 
Oznayim L’Torah suggests that aveiros come about 
because of new initiatives. A person will normally not 
commit an aveirah when he sticks what has  been 
done in the past without attempting new approaches or 
enactments. Innovation and change sometimes leads 

to inadvertent mistakes. The pasuk, according to Rav 
Sorotzkin, is praising the nasi who is willing to change 
and to try something new. Even though change can 
sometimes lead to inadvertent error, the generation is 
fortunate to have a leader who is at least willing to try.

Rashi focusses on a different aspect of the pasuk. 
Rashi explains that the word “asher” comes from the 
same root as “ashrei” (meaning fortunate) as if to say 

“Fortunate is the generation whose ruler sets his heart to 
bring an atonement for his unintentional sin.” This idea 
is drawn from the Gemara in Horiyos 10b dealing with 
the inter-relationship of leadership and sin. The Gemara 
makes an interesting comment: “Rabbi Yochanan ben 
Zakai said: Praiseworthy is the generation whose leader 
brings a sin-offering for his inadvertent   transgression.’’ 
Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakai is making a play on words. 
The verse uses the word “asher” (that), which sounds 
like the word “ashrei” (praiseworthy).

Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakai teaches us that it can be 
difficult for one in a leadership position to admit he has 
done something wrong. The leader may be concerned 
about his image, about his ability to “lead” in the 
aftermath of an admission of guilt. So praiseworthy is 
the leader who is able to admit his faults, seek atonement 
and attempt to restore his spiritual standing.

Shouldn’t the Gemorah have reserved its praise for 
the leader who has not sinned at all? Shouldn’t Rabbi 

Yochanan save his “ashrei” accolade for the leader who 
does not suffer a spiritual lapse? Such a leader can serve 
as incredible role model for his followers. If such a leader 
can remain above temptation, if a leader can avoid the 
spiritual and physical pitfalls of life – we can do so too. 
Why not praise the nasi who never suffered the set-back 
rather than the praising the one who did?

Rav Menachem Dovid of Amshinov zy’’a (1850-1918) 
explains the Gemarah and shows that the reverse is true. 
A leader who has not suffered personal failure will be 
unable to forgive another for his shortcomings. A leader 
who has never tasted the bitterness of personal defeat 
will not appreciate the struggles of those he must lead.  
The leader who always succeeds will look at those who 
do not with a sense of disdain and resentment. Therefore, 
Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakai says, “Praiseworthy is the 
generation whose leader has stumbled, for this is a 
leader who will understand, appreciate and empathise 
with the difficulties his followers must face.”

We all make mistakes and suffer set-backs in our 
lives. Most, if not all of us have experienced reversals 
and experienced self- doubt.     These experiences must 
sensitise and allow us to be accepting of the faults and 
shortcomings of the other.  It is precisely because we 
know how frail we are that we must accept the frailties of 
those around us.   It is because we know how much we 
want to be forgiven for our transgressions that we must 
be quick to forgive those who wrong us.

There are many sugulos that have been told around the Month of Nissan which 
has a special Kochos (powers) to do with Parnosah (Livelihood)  - there is only 

one Midda (trait) which can cause the loss of wealth and that is Anger. It is told that 
the Yetzer Hora hovers around Pesach time and one should daven to Hashem to 
save oneself from becoming angry.
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 ANSWERS
1. Due to Moshe’s great humility, he wanted to remove the letter Aleph so 

that it spells “Vayekar”, a word used by Bilam, that means he happened 
to call him. However, the addition of Aleph shows that it was a special 
calling from Hashem. However, to fulfil Moshe’s desire, the letter Aleph 
was made smaller. (Baal Haturim, Vayikra, 1:1).

2. Toras Kohanim, since Sefer Vayikra mainly discusses the mitzvos 
relevant only to the Kohanim.

3. The Midrash (Yalkut Shemoni, Tzav 479) brings that the children who 
are pure (from sin) should learn Sefer Vayikra that deals with sacrifices 
that are pure.

4. The word “korban” comes from the word “karov” meaning to come 

close. This is because the sacrifices come mainly for atonement that 

brings the sinner back to coming closer to Hashem.

5. Chazal say that by reading the parsha of korbanos it can be considered 

as if we have actually brought the sacrifice!

6. “Korbanos” include animal sacrifices (known as “zevachim”) and 

also from things that grow from the ground, e.g. flour (known as 

“menachos”).
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To Enter Within-להכנס פנימה
“ויקרא  אל משה וידבר ד’ אליו מאהל מועד לאמר...” )א, א(
“He called to Moshe, and Hashem spoke to him from the Tent of Meeting, saying…”

Moshe asked, “If I did not ascend Har Sinai, which was only temporarily holy during the 
Giving of the Torah, without permission  - how can I enter the Tent of Meeting (the Ohel 
Moed), that will be holy for generations, unless Hashemcalls me?”  Hashemconcurred to his 
thinking, as it says, “He called to Moshe.” 

The remarkable and awesome Divine call 
emanates from the Ohel Moed and invites 
Moshe to enter within, inside the Mishkan.  
Just as the people stood outside, so did Moshe 
Rabbeinu.  He did not consider himself better 
or more important than anyone else.  Moshe 
Rabbeinu, the master of all the prophets, 
who brought the Jewish people out of Egypt, 
who split the Sea, who spoke with Hashem 
face-to-face, who brought the Torah down 
from Heaven – still said, “I did it?  Who am 
I?  Hashem did it!  I did nothing.”  That was 
Moshe’s mindset.  That is what he bequeathed 
to the Jewish people.  Humility and a modest 
spirit.  And so, he stood outside the Mishkan 
until Hashem called for him to enter, “He 
called to Moshe.”

This call to enter within is essentially 
a call to each of us.  Hashem wants us 
to enter within – He wants what is inside 
of ourselves.  He wants us to be deeper – 
to be people who seek essence over 
superficiality.  Superficiality is arrogance – 
doing things to receive honour, so that people 
will be impressed by us.  Every action that we 
take, every thought that crosses our minds 
must be scrutinised – if it is even slightly 
showy, arrogant or shallow – it must alarm us.

We are not here for ourselves.  We were 
placed here to reveal Hashem’s glory in the 
world.  When a Jew’s entire desire and drive is 
to do Hashem’s will – he exchanges something 
fleeting for something eternal.  The Creator of 
the World does not need reverence from 
the angels.  He wants devotion that comes 
from simple people like us, who act for His 
honor, who forget about themselves for 
a moment.

When we give Hashem honour – we 
receive honour in return.  One who attributes 
all honour to Hashem and knows that whatever 
he has is from Hashem – he deserves to be 
honoured, not the one who misappropriates 
honour for himself.  Our problem is that we 
forget.  People give us a bit of respect and 
we immediately forget who we really are.  We 
must constantly refocus ourselves towards the 
element of truth: without Hashem, we are 
nothing – it is all Hashem.

When a Jew begins to conduct internal 
toil to disconnect himself from silliness, 
anger, sadness, complaints, blame – when he 
endeavours to remove himself from his current 
station toward a place that is slightly higher 

– he begins to reveal Hashem.  He starts to 
understand that he has no other refuge 

except with Hashem Himself.  He can turn 
to Hashem in second person: “Hashem, I love 
You.  Hashem, I want You.”  Before, when 
various things happened – he became broken, 
he thought that they happened because 
of some cause: that he did it to himself or 
someone else did it to him.  Slowly, he grasps 
that everything was preordained – each 
person’s own challenges and constrictions.  
Before, he did not know what to do with himself 
and even though he might have screamed 
out to Hashem – his scream was incomplete 
because his inner bitterness prevented an 
unadulterated cry.  Now, he begins to have 
emuna that Hashem knows what He is 
doing with each and every one of us – that 
He does only what is absolutely best.

Hashem never gives up on us.  Hashem 
wants us to strive for the emuna that 
there are no mistakes.  What we receive 
is custom-designed for us.  We were given 
this child, this spouse, these parents, this 
home, this livelihood, this flaw, these 
difficulties, these “unsuccessful” hands – 
none of this is in error – it is all Hashem’s 
meticulous doing and we must accept all 
of it and be happy with it.  Hashem knows 
exactly what we need to endure to merit 
closeness to Him.

This adaptation is dedicated in honor 
of my dear wife, Devorah, and our 

dear daughter, Chaviva.
ולרפואה שלימה: רצה בת רחל והעניא בת פריידל
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